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Unpacking EU Green Deal 'Fit for 55'

• EU Green Deal

- A set of policy initiatives to steer the EU towards a 

Paris aligned economy by 2050

• Emission reduction coupled with renewable 

energy deployment – supported by technical 

standards on a variety of activities

- Growth strategy for the EU economy for the next 

thirty years

• 'Fit for 55'; refers to the 'minimum of 55% emission 

reduction target' in the EU by 2030 – halfway mark

- Expect the state/EU to become more active and 

assertive in managing and coordinating

• Pigouvian approach; 'sticks and carrots' pricing 

to change supply and demand dynamics

- Signal to financial market to reallocate capital 

flows Source: European Commisison, BloombergNEF
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Stick: EU Emission Trading Scheme; main lever to reduce emissions

• Cap-and-trade system of carbon emission quotas; reformed and tightened

- Covers European companies in a variety of high emitting industries

• Annual cap of available carbon quotas decrease – if exceeding allotted quotas, members need to buy from 

other participants in the scheme

- High(er) prices stimulate fuel-switching; directly contributing to emission reductions in the power sector 

• Refinitiv Carbon: EU power sector emissions fell by 70mt in 2019 (Norway emitted 51 mCO2e in 2019)

• Seeking to introduce the CBAM by 2026 – 'Carbon Border Alignment Mechanism'; equalizing carbon at border
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Global emissions keep rising – but the EU is decarbonising (albeit 

slowly)
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Carrot: Build the new economy - increase green share of energy mix 

– the green side of the transition

• 40% of EU energy mix to be renewable energy by 

2030

• $1.2 trn investment in new-build wind, solar, and 

storage over 2020-2030

• EV deployment to accelerate (60% of new car 

sale by 2030); stricter EU standards for tailpipe 

emissions from conventional combustion engine 

vehicles

• Renovation spree; upgrade existing buildings to 

become more energy efficient (insulation, smart 

metering, new boilers…)

• Law of unintended consequences; who bears the 

brunt of the green transition? →

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/07/what-you-need-to-know-about-the-european-green-

deal-and-what-comes-next/
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Political cleavages; balancing decarbonisation and 'just transition'

• The 'decarbonise-to-green' transition is already 

causing friction; with more to come

• Public concern that cost of climate transition will 

disproportionately affect lower-income groups

- Yellow Vest Movement in France; fuel prices

- Spill-over to populist parties in Europe

- Fundamental debate around economic justice

• Austerity politics still fresh in mind

• Push for equitable cost-sharing / opportunities

- I.e. re-skilling of labor market

• Decarbonisation cannot be solved in isolation; must 

address broader public tradeoffs in order to be 

successful

- Not a 'green transition' but a 'social / market 

transition' – ref recent social democratic wave 
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Current and future pace of the transition; perspective matters
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Current and future pace of the transition; room for optimism

• In good Factfullness and Rosling fashion; positive change is 

incremental and often only experienced in the rearview mirror;

- Europe is decarbonising

- Renewable energy is cheaper to build than ever before – and 

deployment volumes are growing rapidly

- Future / key emitters are making plans; look to China

- People are using their power as consumers and voters as 

agents of change aided by the information age

• Current pace consist of both incremental and radical features; 

the transition is not 'yet to happen' – it is on full display right now

• What about the pace of investing into the transition in financial 

markets?
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The SKAGEN lens: The tortoise (incremental) vs the hare (radical)

In investments:

• Example from automotive:

- Hare: Tesla – first mover advantage?

- Tortoise: Ford, VW, Hyundai; FC/EV 

transition

• Catch-up potential – scale and distribution 

in place already

In policy making:
• Tortoise: Emission Trading Schemes

- Incremental improvements / tightening over 

time

• Hare: Political and multilateral declarations

- Jolt & shock to the system; points to 

direction of travel going forward
Slow and steady wins the race?
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Case: SSAB (SKAGEN Vekst)

• Swedish steel producer

- Coke is currently a crucial input factor to 

produce steel

• Hydrogen project; positioning the company to 

reduce CO2 intensity of steel production

• Financial / sustainability rationale:

Reduced CO2 emissions → reduced 

enviornmental cost and lower climate risk

+ Explosive growth in CO2 emission price in 

Europe – price forecast considered 'one way 

bet' going forward

+ Premium apetite from clients for green steel

= (lasting) competitive advantage? 
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EU Green Deal: Risks, Opportunities and Role of Financial Markets

• Each aspect covered by the EU Green Deal presents 

investment risks and opportunities for investors…

• … but our purpose remain the same; deliver risk-adjusted 

returns to our clients

• The toolbox and understanding of how that can be done is 

changing – integrate into fundamental analysis

- EU Sustainable Finance Package; EU Taxonomy and 

general disclosure regulations

• We exercise the rights and priviliges that come with being a 

shareholder; engaging with companies to improve them 

over time and use of voting rights

• Laws of finance still apply; lofty valuations entail greater 

risk and lower financial return expectations

- Sustainability currently treated as binary; mistake
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Runaway pace of capital allocation into 'green'? The best is yet to 

come (EU Taxonomy)

Burst the bubble; green doesn't have to be good (as an investment)
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Conclusion
• The main contribution of the Green Deal and 'Fit for 55' is its signalling effect:

- Less laissez-faire, more dirigiste ('active government') on the relationship between the state and the 

market in maintaining pace for the transition

- For investors; informs the premisses upon which we anchor our investments:

• Holistic; value creation is not a balance-sheet activity in isolation – ESG to embed and illuminate 

broader context and dependencies

- Using shareholder position to collaborate with companies to improve over time

• Sustainability / EU Green Deal is of financial importance; but there is an uncomfortable duality:

- A source of risk management – potential return destruction if not addressed

- A source of financial risk (market speculation, hyped up expectations on fundamentals underpinning 

valuation) – also return destruction 

• The transition contain tortoise (incremental) and hare (radical) dynamics; feedback loop

- Future will tell whether outcome is like the fable; 'slow and steady wins the race'

• Key challenge; ensure that the real economy transition keeps up with the pace of financing it from the 

financial market (valuation / bubble risk → stumble out of the gate?)
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